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Introduction: The Religious Functional Dynamism of the Tale

The tale of Meng Jiangnü 孟姜女, who in search for her husband, Qi 
Liang 杞梁, ends up toppling the Great Wall with her weeping upon find-
ing him dead, is the most popular folk story in China. The modern aca-
demic research done on the tale, beginning with Gu Jiegang 剛’s pio-
neering work in 1924 discussing its importance, has covered with relative 
sufficiency many aspects, including the tale’s literary tradition, its spread 
and thematic ideas.1) Utilizing the paradigm of folktale study, Gu employs 
the methodology of historical positivism to identify two original versions 
of the tale, “the elegy of Qi Liang’s wife” and “a story about Meng Zhong-
zi dripping her blood on dead bones to identify those of her husband,” 
circulating during the Tang Period, simultaneously, but independently, 
then being synthesized during the middle of the period in the Diaoyuji 琱
玉集 (Carved jade collection) as a new tale about the Great Wall.

Gu then sites the piece composed by late Tang Buddhist poet Guan 
Xiu 休 (832–912) entitled Qi Liang Qi 杞梁妻 (Qi Liang’s wife) as “an-
other important key to understanding the tale,” and concludes,

 The poem opened a new era of many legends concerning the death 
of Fan Lang 郞 in the building of the Great Wall by the Qin Dy-
nasty, based on the many legends related to Qi Liang’s death in battle 
during the Spring and Autumn period. After this poem, the Great 
Wall and the married couple of Meng and Fan became inseparable 
within the literature.

Gu also points to the historical background to the sudden change in the 
tale, indicating a Tang society ravaged by war after war and in urgent 
need of defending its borders, conjuring up “feelings of sorrow for hus-
bands who left home never to return” among all of its people.2)
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Guan Xiu’s Qi Liang Qi reads as follows:

The Qin lost the Way and its world withered.
It built a great wall to protect it from the northern hordes.
 Barricade after barricade of earth and men stretching mile after mile.
It was here that the faithful wife of Qi Liang wept,
With no father to preside above her, no husband at her side,
No children at her feet, all alone, so alone!
 She wailed and the wall came tumbling down, as the winter air grew 
ever bitter.
 She wailed again and the bones of Qi Liang appeared from the rubble.
Weary souls and starving spirits alike all eventually return home.
 You young men on the roadway! Your fate will probably be no dif-
ferent!3)

The lament of Qi Liang’s wife, Meng Jiangnü, at the foot of the Great 
Wall “with no father to preside over me, no husband at my side, no chil-
dren at my feet, all alone, so all alone,” would express the sentiment of 
tens of thousands of women similarly widowed during the turbulent times 
of Tang China. However, relatively little attention has been drawn in the 
research to the fact that the haunting soul “left all alone, so alone” was re-
ally Qi Liang rather than Meng Jiangnü.

An entry for the 7th year of Zhaogong 公 (535 BC) in Chunqiu 
Zuoshizhuan 秋左氏  tells of Zichan 子產, a leading statesmen of the 
Zheng , who upon appointing a descendant as successor to Boyou 
有, who had been killed in an internecine feud 8 years previous in 543 
BC, was successful in finally putting Boyou’s vengeful soul (ligui 鬼) to 
rest. Zichan then explains how such vengeful souls appear. “When nor-
mal men and women suffered violent and/or untimely deaths, their hun 
魂 and po  can still attach to the living and became licentious demons 
(yinli 淫 )” (匹夫匹婦強死, 魂 能馮 於人, 爲淫 ). Here the term 
“violent and/or untimely death” (qiangsi 強死) refers to death by unnatural 
causes. In the words of Zichan, “when such a soul finds its resting place, it 
ceases to torment the living as a ligui.” All souls of the dead must receive 
the proper offerings at the proper time, in order to avoid any chance of 
them becoming tormenting ligui.

In this sense Qi Liang was the epitome of such a vengeful soul. To 
begin with, he had no offspring, which is defined by the thesaurus, Xiao 
Erya 小爾雅, as a soul with no descendents to perform the lasting ancestral 
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worship rites which will turn into a shang . Moreover, Qi Liang was the 
innocent victim of a sudden, unnatural death, and since he died for his 
country building the Great Wall, he was like any soldier who died by the 
sword on the battlefield with no one but the state to mourn him, a nation-
al martyr (guoshang 國 ). Still more importantly, Qi Liang died thousands 
of miles from his homeland, buried within the ramparts of the Great Wall 
with no one to retrieve his bones and allow his vengeful soul to receive the 
funeral rites for salvation.

If we consider the world of life and death in traditional Chinese so-
ciety in the light of what is in the realm of yin 陰 being at rest and what is 
in the world of yang  as being joyful, such a vengeful soul as Qi Liang 
would no doubt be searching for succor and peace through funereal rites 
and properly timed offerings in order to ultimately exist without having 
to reek torment and calamity upon the world of the yang living. Since 
the Six Dynasties period (220–585) beliefs pertaining to ligui have given 
rise to innumerable rites and ceremonies forming the nucleus of Chinese 
shamanism, including those involving incantation, exorcism and pacifica-
tion.4)

Furthermore, the character of Qi Liang, as the “all alone, so alone” 
protagonist of the tale of Meng Jiangnü, finds its origins in the religious 
ideas about ligui in China and has appeared from that time on as a ligui in 
danger of causing harm to the world of the living, forming the religious 
themes and narrative motivation for stage plays and Tang transformation 
texts (bianwen 變 ) taking up the subject of Meng Jiangnü. That is to say, 
the performance of the tale would go a step further than mere drama to 
bring appeasement and salvation to souls of the dead, thus forming the 
foundation of a widespread popular belief circulation about this tale.

The task of reexamining the tale of Meng Jiangnü from a religious 
viewpoint should enable one to bring out themes of religious narrative 
that have been disguised by the discourse of literary figures. For exam-
ple, concerning “Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” 孟姜女變 5) (Pelliot Chinois 
Manuscrits #5039; hereafter P. 5039),6) which is the starting point of the 
discussion to be developed in the present article, many researchers have 
been satisfied to place it in the context of the development of a folkloristic 
variant of the tale’s literary theme with only a modicum of analysis, which 
ignores completely the socio-religious situation reflected in the text. It 
was in 1928 that Gu Jiegang copied P. 5039 and made the following evalu-
ation.
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 The tale told in this text is generally similar to what was transmitted 
in later ages. The first part tells of the lost soul of Qi Liang and the 
second part laments the dead skull crying for the absence of anyone 
to claim his corpse. However, the scene of a living being and a dead 
soul coming into contact and conversing together here is something 
not encountered in any other text.7)

It was at that time that Gu not only mobilized a group of folklorists 
throughout China to collect the funeral hymns attributed to Meng Jiang-
nü, which became Kuqiqici 哭七七詞,8) but also argued that these hymns 
to bury one’s husband were sentiments that had developed upon norms 
mentioned in the Li Ji 禮記’s Tangong 弓 section account of “Mourning 
Qi Liang with Bitter Tears” in the Confucian custom of reaching an emo-
tional state of complete sadness then sending off the deceased in songs 
and tears. However, Gu concludes, none of them contained accounts of 
the “spiritual other world” where living beings and dead souls consort. 
Gu’s finding that P. 5039 was something very different from any other 
genre of the tale was not only recognized at the time by such dramatic arts 
researchers as Qian Nanyang 錢南  and Zhao Jingshen 趙 深, but even 
today in the study and debate over the various texts of the tale, no one 
would dispute Gu’s conclusion.

In his book, A History of Chinese Theatre, Tanaka Issei 田仲一成 refers to 
the fact that the Dunhuang bianwen text of Meng Jiangnü was influenced 
by Buddhist ceremonies adopted by secular sheyi 社邑 communities in the 
region during the late Tang period and that rites directed at dead spir-
its and orphan souls were incorporated into she spring (rainmaking) and 
fall (thanksgiving) festivals.9) Such an excellent insight has helped return 
Dunhuang literature back to within the context of religious ceremony 
conducted in local society and has added impetus to interpreting literary 
works from such multi-dimensional aspects as religion, dramatic arts and 
social history.

Of the scripts for ritual dramas of the nuoxi 儺戲 genre regarding the 
tale of Meng Jiangnü, which since the 1980s have been discovered all 
over China and cataloged, not a few contain religious content related to 
the salvation of orphan souls and are very helpful in understanding the re-
ligious background of Dunhuang P. 5039. By confirming the link between 
the ritual functions of the Dunhuang fragment and regional ritual drama, 
we now understand that the religious theme of salvation for orphan souls 
contained in the tale of Meng Jiangnü has survived now for over at least 
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a millennium.

1. The Place of “Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” 
in Literary Encounters with Dead Souls

The first part of Meng Jiangnü Bianwen P. 5039 has been lost. Its 
extant portion may be summarized as Meng Jiangnü delivering quilted 
winter clothing to the border, where the dead soul of Qi Liang appears 
before her. After reading a memorial (jiwen ) to the dead, Meng sets 
off for home with his bones strapped to her back. The content of the ex-
tant text can be divided into two parts.
1) Part I:  A conversation ensues between Meng and the dead soul of Qi 

Liang.
For fourteen lines of seven-character verses from Qi Liang: “I’m so 

grateful for your delivering winter clothing” (□ 珍重送寒 ) to: “The 
poor, ignorant foot soldier buried here will always remember his wife” (
兵地下長 ), Qi laments in soliloquy fashion the fate by which “my soul 
is gone, my life is over, dead within these walls” (魂消命盡塞 亡). After 
hearing the account of her husband’s dead soul, a monologue ensues with 
Meng crying, “Your young life ended at this wall without me knowing!” 
(不知君在長城夭) and ending in “And her cries toppled the Wall” (大哭
長城倒), in which we find her lament, descriptive lines provided by the 

author and also words of praise in old-style five-character verses regarding 
Meng’s unusual strength and will to struggle.
2) Part II:  Meng spills her blood to identify the bones of her husband, 

speaks with skulls and prays for their dead souls.
From “And she stopped weeping” (哭之已 ) to “Of his three hun-

dred some odd bones, not one was out of place” (三 餘分, 不少一支), the 
author describes how Meng bit her finger to draw blood and went about 
finding her husband’s bones, depicting such horrible scenes as “innumer-
able skulls, so many dead, their bones strewn everywhere” (髑髏無數, 死
人非一, 骸骨縱橫) in four-character verse in the form of third-person nar-
ration. This is followed by another soliloquy in seven-character verses, in 
which Meng, calling herself “this wretched woman,” in tears laments why 
the heavens have chosen to defy natural human emotions and not allow a 
husband and wife to die in each other’s arms.

At the moment when Meng’s blood leads her to Qi’s bones, the text 
turns to another theme.
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 But there were still many dead skulls left and no one to transport 
them. The woman cried in anguish, turned to them and said,

“There are so many of you!
Where are you all from?
Since I will be taking my husband’s bones back,
I’ll tell of your whereabouts.
Since you seem to have souls,
It is my duty to lead you to paradise.

 The dead skulls had been asked their opinion. Being that it was now 
possible for their whereabouts to be reported back home, their souls 
replied to Qi Liang’s wife,…

更有數箇髑髏, 無人搬運, 姜女悲啼, 向前
如許髑髏, 佳 ［家居］何郡, 因 夫回, 爲君 信, 君 有神, 兒當接引.

髑髏 事 , 已 言逹故里, 魂靈答應杞梁妻.…

Since Chen Lin 陳琳’s Yinma Changchengku Xing 飮馬長城窟行 (Wa-
tering my horse at the caves of the Great Wall: In Xing style for musi-
cal accompaniment) written during the Eastern Han’s Jian’an 安 era 
(196–220), poetry about the Great Wall has frequently described scenes 
of “skeletons of the dead heaped one upon the other.” However, such 
literary description portrays dead skulls of the Great Wall’s builders as 
inanimate, which is fundamentally different from P.5039. The latter ex-
presses a very characteristic scene of the orphan souls of the builders con-
versing with living beings.

This kind of skull equipped with consciousness of self dates back to 
the “Zhi-Le” 至  section of Zhuangzi 子.10) There Zhuangzi meets a dead 
skull and asks it how it died. Then the same skull appears in Zhuangzi’s 
dream that night to answer. In reaction to the skull’s answer, Zhuangzi 
argues that “one should look forward to death and regret having been 
born.”

Zhang Heng 張衡’s Eastern Han piece, “Dulou Fu” 髑髏  (Lyric es-
say on dead skulls), Cao Zhi ’s Three Kingdoms period piece, “Dulou 
Shuo” 髑髏說 (Discourse on dead skulls), and of course the later drama 
of “Zhuangzi Laments a Dead Skeleton” 子嘆 髏 are all based on this 
theme.11) In “Dulou Fu” the dead skull which Zhang Heng encounters 
possesses a conscious soul (shen 神), which exits the skull to converse. 
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“Then the soul of the skull solemnly appeared, but had no form, only 
sound” (於 肅然有靈, 神 , 不 形). As the dialogue comes to an 
end, the sound vanishes and the soul’s aura gradually fades, leaving only 
a mute dead skull lying before the author.12) In “Dulou Shuo,” the author 
taps the dead skeleton, gasping, and is grief-stricken that no soul resided 
in the white bones. Consequently, in a dream that night, the dead skull 
becomes possessed by a spirit and appears ever so vaguely, scolding in a 
rough voice.13)

Souls slipping out of dead skulls and conversing with the living is a 
theme that also appears in bianwen P. 5039. Meng Jiangnü turns to the 
dead skulls among the rubble of the Great Wall and assures them, “If your 
souls have not yet departed, I will take them to their homes.” Hearing 
this, souls appear from the skulls and reply,

 We were all sons of renowned families, but the Qin conscripted us in 
the building of the Great Wall. We could not endure the hardship, 
and all of us perished. Our corpses, exposed to the elements, lying on 
the yellow sand of the desert spring after spring, winter after winter, 
without anyone knowing our whereabouts. Tell our wives who grieve 
and bemoan their fate in their boudoirs, “Please take it upon your-
selves not to forget to summon our souls and make offerings.” Always 
remember these words, so you can tell our mothers and fathers, if you 
ever happen to meet them.

 我等竝 名家子, 被秦差 築城卒, 辛 不 ［ ］ 歿死, 屍野外
知 , 冬 臥黃沙裏, 爲報 中 怨人, 努力招魂存 祀, 此言爲記在心
懷, 我 ［ ］孃方便說.

Many of the ancient texts regarding such matters begin with horrible 
scenes of dead skulls thrown away and abandoned in some god-forsaken 
place. For example, in Zhang Heng’s “Dulou Fu” we find “one glance at 
the skull revealed that it had been thrown by the wayside onto the mud 
to be covered over by murky frost” ( 髑髏, 委于路旁, 下居淤壤, 上 玄

).14) And Cao Zhi’s “Dulou Shuo” states, “How lonely this empty sunken 
world, the path one walks so dark, each step blocked from making head-
way. Looking back at all the dead skulls and finding yourself completely 
alone” ( 條 虛, 經幽踐 , 髑髏, 塊然獨居).15) Such literary images 
overlap those of the dead skulls in P. 5039 being exposed to the elements, 
lying on the yellow sand of the desert for years without anyone knowing 
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their whereabouts. This image of being alone sprawled out on the desert 
is ever present in the literature of the Song and Yuan periods (960–1368). 
For example, Huang Tingjian 黃 堅’s (1042–1105) “Dulou Song” 髑髏  
(Ode to a dead skull), reads,

 This dead skull dried out and rotting in the desert may have once had 
a countenance as fair as a peach.
 But now one cannot bear to look upon it, although we all would want 
to gaze upon such a figure in the day.

黃沙枯髑髏, 本 桃李面, 而今不 , 當 恨不 .16)

In a lyric written by Wang Chongyang 王重 , the founder of the Quan-
zhen 全  Sect of Daoism, we find this scene,

On a rambling walk to go as they please,
Strolling into the abandoned outskirts west of town,
I encountered dead skeletons there,
which had fallen and lay in heaps upon the sand bar.

縱步 , 遊 出郊西, 髏臥, 臥臥沙 .17)

As the research done to date has already indicated, in such works as 
Zen poetry from the Song period on, and also in the dead skull tantra of 
the Buddhist ceremony to assuage the burning thirst of the hungry ghosts 
(瑜珈焰口), Wang Chongyang’s “Dead Skull Lament” and the Quanzhen 
Sect’s rite lamenting dead skulls in its liturgy regarding almsgiving, “Tan 
Kulou Ke” 嘆 髏科, we find religious talking points borrowing the image 
of dead bones to portray them as what the true result of empty human ex-
istence is, in the hope that those who hear will understand the Way before 
it is too late and dedicate themselves to its pursuit as quickly as possible.18) 
What we should notice here in particular is that in the religious literature 
geared to enlightening the souls and minds of this world by borrowing 
the words of Zhuangzi, and the portraiture and poetry depicting bones of 
the dead, the emphasis is always on the singular existence of one skull or 
skeleton, for the purpose of adding a shocking visual effect in a personal 
way to the portrayal of death, and directly show the true nature of life 
itself. Here, dead skull and skeleton is also used in the world of religious 
meaning as symbol for “the present world,” “mundane (vulgar) desires” 
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and “karma.”19) There is also the elements of rebuke and exhortation for 
the participants in conversations that take place between dead skeletons 
and living beings.

However, in P. 5039 the skulls Meng Jiangnü encounters are innumer-
able, the dead lying everywhere and she addresses them en masse. This 
is a real life scene of the bones belonging to a great number of victims in 
the actual construction of the Great Wall in the north. Secondly, it is not 
the skulls that her words are directed at, but rather the stray orphan souls 
residing within them, who are unable to return home. This is not the same 
scene as in the sermons preached by Buddhist and Daoist priests conjur-
ing up bones of the dead to create religious talking points. Meng Jiangnü 
is in no way either exhorting or lamenting, but rather sending information 
to the families of these souls with the good intention of performing a rite 
to summon them.

Upon tracing the origins of the tale of Meng Jiangnü in the versions 
extant before the late Tang Dynasty, one finds that endings to the story in-
clude Meng drowning herself in a river after toppling the Wall (Liu Xiang 
向, Lie Nü Zhuan 列女  (Biographies of great women)) and after top-

pling the Wall and identifying Qi Liang’s remains with her blood, com-
mitting suicide upon carrying them home on her back (Tongxianji 同 記 
recorded in the Tang period collection Diaoyuji, the only extant version 
exists in Japan). And so, the Dunhuang version of the tale offers another 
climax by inserting Meng’s conversation with and promise to the souls 
of those who died at the Wall, between the blood-letting and her return 
home. There is no doubt that this is a very rare spin on the tale; however, 
by placing the Dunhuang bianwen text in the social context of the popular-
ity enjoyed by ceremonies for summoning the souls of the dead during 
the Tang period, we may better understand this brief encounter between 
Meng and the dead souls of the Wall.

2. Tang Period Invocation Ritual

Invocation rituals (Zhaohun 招魂) during the Tang period can be di-
vided into those summoning souls of the living and those summoning 
souls of the dead. It was obviously the latter that Meng Jiangnü promised 
to perform for the dead builders of the Wall, which was essentially a rite 
conducted as part of the funeral ceremony to summon the stray dead soul 
back to the corpse. In the Confucian liturgy, this rite is called Fu  (lit., 
return, restore) and according to the section dealing with mourning in the 
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Li Ji, at the funeral of a Confucian literati, “at a Fu rite for a minor official, 
he is to be laid out in official Court robes” (小臣 , 服). To this 
instruction Zheng Xuan 玄 adds the annotation, “Fu is the act of sum-
moning the hun ethereal soul and bringing back the po  bodily soul” ( , 
招魂 也). The chapter on “single victim border sacrifices” (Jiaotesheng 
郊特牲) in the Li Ji explains further.

 “The breath-soul (hunqi) returns to the heavens with its life force, the 
bodily soul (xingpo) returns to the earth with its form. Therefore, in 
sacrificial offering one should seek the meaning of the yin-yang prin-
ciples.”

魂氣歸於天, 形 還於地, 故 , 求 陰 之義.

The purpose of the Fu invocation rite during the funeral ceremony 
is to summon the hun soul back to the body from its meandering state. In 
his commentary to the Li Ji, Kong Yingda 孔 逹 writes, “In general, Fu is 
a rite performed by filial pious sons, in the hope that the hun soul of the 
deceased will return to this world” (凡 子, 緣孝子之心, 魂氣 返). 

While this explanation interprets Fu from an ethical perspective, in real 
terms, the function of Fu in the funeral ceremony is to confirm that there 
is no hope of the deceased being resurrected, then dress the corpse in 
grave cerements and put it to rest according to the wishes of its family.20)

In ancient times there were also invocation rites for summoning souls 
for the living, for such purposes as praying for long life and the expurga-
tion of sin. For example, the section Zhaohun of Chuci 楚辭 dealing with 
the theme of invocation relates the customs in southern China regarding 
summoning lost, wandering souls.21) Also in Chuci, “Jiuge” 九歌 (Nine bal-
lads), there is an invocation piece for comforting the orphan souls of he-
roes who gave their lives for their kingdoms (guoshang). Invocation funeral 
rites dating from the Eastern Han period on generally indicate funerals 
held for those who died away from their homes and whose remains could 
not be brought back.22) For example, during the reign of Wei Dynasty 
Emperor Shizong 世  (r. 499–515), a high official, Pei Xuan , made 
the following proposal,

 After the relocation of the capital, all prefectural and county police 
inspectors shall be ordered to identify and bury the remains of dead 
soldiers found on roads leading from military encampments and bat-
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tlefields. In addition, the regions from which the soldiers came shall 
be ascertained, and the families who sent these war victims should be 
required to summon their hun and restore their po, and include their 
souls in the worship of their ancestors.

 遷都 來, 凡戰陣之處, 及軍罷兵還之 , 所有骸骼無人 , 請悉令
州郡戍邏檢行埋掩. 竝符出兵之 . 家有死於戎役 , 使招魂 , 
先靈.23)

One aspect of the folk belief regarding soul-summoning funeral rites 
for those who died away from home or suffered unnatural death is the 
burial-related belief that they should be “put to rest in the ground,” and 
another aspect is the ligui-related belief that their orphan souls and lost 
spirits need to be pacified through such rites. The sources related to the 
Tang period contain not a few documents called jiwen  (memorial), 
which were read for the repose of the souls of war victims at invocation 
ceremonies. One example is the jiwen written in 702 by Zhang Yue 張說, 
a poet and top ranking bureaucrat during the reign of Emperor Xuanzong 
玄 , for those who died at the battle of Shiling 石 .

 How heartbreaking! Why, oh why, do you brave men who have be-
come our fallen heroes not petition heaven to have your vengeful 
souls descend upon us here?
 The drums evoking airs of anguish are beating, as hatred and regret 
over the battlefields in the desert sands of the northwest ever deep-
ens.

壯士, 翦爲國 , 盍訴天帝, 鬼方, 氣金鼓, 怨沙 .24)

The jiwen is intended to put an end to fury and bitterness through the in-
vocation rite by “sealing the remains of the dead where they fell and sum-
moning their souls back home where they belong” (封屍死所, 招魂故 ).

The Anshi Rebellion (755–763), which tore China apart during the 
mid-Tang period, resulted in not a few orphan souls, both of royal and 
common origins, and of combatants dying in strange places far from their 
homes. Concerned over this state of affairs, the Tang Court began em-
phasizing invocation funerals, and Emperor Suzong 肅  (r. 756–762), in 
particular, issued an edict ordering the Department of Rites to summon 
the souls of those princes and imperial consorts who had perished in the 
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rebellion without anyone knowing their whereabouts.25) At about the 
same time, Zhang Han 張  petitioned Emperor Suzong proposing that 
invocation funeral rites be held for the troops under General Zhang Xun 
張巡 who had died in the defense of Suiyang  (present day Henan 
Province), which had been besieged by the An Lushan 安祿山 rebel forces 
in 757. Zhang stated,

 Your servant has heard those who died in vain have become vengeful 
souls (ligui) whose wandering spirits will reek havoc. If they are al-
lowed to return, disaster will be avoided. General Zhang’s head was 
severed from his body, and the bones of his soldiers lie uncovered on 
the plains. Your servant feels that a plateau north of the Suiyang fort 
should be chosen to inter the souls of General Zhang and his men in 
a single splendid grave after an invocation funeral ceremony. If this is 
done, the souls in the underworld would be dedicated to the nation 
and the troops of the three regiments would not hesitate to sacrifice 
their lives. By arousing both this and the other world, we will be able 
to eliminate the bitterness and fury for the time being. Moreover, by 
pointing out our mistakes and showing benevolence, the Dynasty will 
be sending an admonition to all generations to come.

 臣 ：強死爲 , 遊魂爲變, 有所歸往, 不爲災. 巡 支離, 將士
等骸骼不掩, 臣謂： 於 城北, 擇一高 , 招魂 送巡竝將士, 大作一
而 , 使九 之魂, 思效命, 三軍之 , 有 輕生, 感幽 , 無冤
 , 亦國家志過旌善, 垂戒 世之義也.26)

What these examples tells us is that if the souls of heroes, who sacrificed 
their lives for the state but now find themselves isolated due to their un-
known remains, cannot be properly comforted and allowed to find a place 
of repose, they will turn into ligui that will haunt the region around where 
they died.

The grief and bitterness suffered by wives who were left at home by 
husbands who joined the army and were stationed at border outposts 
is a major theme running through Tang period literature. Within such 
sadness lurks the same apprehension mentioned by Zhang Han above: 
“Those who die in vain will turn into ligui whose wandering souls will reek 
havoc” (強死爲 , 遊魂爲變). Take for example, the description in Du Fu
杜 ’s Bingche Xing 兵車行 (The ballad of the caisson).
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Can you see? On the shores of Qinghai,
 The white bones exposed there since antiquity with no one to bury 
them?
Souls of the recent dead suffer in bitterness, while the old ones wail.
When the heavens grow dark and they are drenched with rain,
You can hear their lonely moans, “Jiu-jiu.”

君不 靑海 , 古來 骨無人收, 新鬼 冤 鬼哭, 天陰雨 啾啾.

Also in Wang Han 王 ’s Yinma Changchengku Xing 飮馬長城窟行, written 
during the Kaiyuan 元 era, we find,

 At dusk on the northern border, where the smoke from campfires no 
longer rises,
The dead souls cry, “jiu-jiu,” in voices to stir up the heavens.
Innocent, but still punished; exemplary, but left unrewarded.
Orphan souls wandering aimlessly around the fortress.

黃 塞北無人煙, 鬼哭啾啾 沸天, 無罪 誅功不 , 魂 此城 .

These poems also express the same apprehension regarding ligui out in 
the borderlands, restless with no one to give them the proper offerings 
and final repose.

This image of orphan souls wandering aimlessly around border for-
tresses conjures up the sadness and bitterness towards a kind of world 
that has lost all order, and is thus far more intense than a grieving wife 
alone at home. In this sense, invocation rites to summon and give repose 
to orphan souls take on a different and unique religious dimension within 
the theme of guiyuan 怨 (boudoir grieving) in the Tang period literature 
dealing with wives left behind by husbands marching off to war.

There is the relatively well-known mid-Tang period poem by Zhang 
Ji 張  entitled Zhengfu Yuan 征婦怨 (Bitterness of a soldier’s wife) which 
reads, 

With no one to bury the bones of the dead at the Wall,
Their families summon the souls from beneath it to bury.

里無人收 骨, 家家城下招魂 .
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Here we see separate families of those who died in conscripted forced 
labor at the border conducting private invocation rites for their lost loved 
ones. Then in Guan Xiu’s late Tang period piece Qi Liang’s Wife men-
tioned above, the wretched situation takes on a universal character with 
the words “Weary souls and starving spirits alike all eventually return 
home” (疲魂飢 逐歸). We find a similar image in P. 5039 of bones of 
the dead discarded in no man’s land with no one to collect them, as a fore-
shadowing for the lines, “Tell our sad and bitter wives grieving in their 
boudoirs to take heed in summoning our souls and making lasting offer-
ings” (爲報 中 怨人, 努力招魂存 祀). Of course, P. 5039’s descriptions 
of dead bones at the Great Wall, wives grieving in their boudoirs and 
the performance of invocation funeral ritual all fall into two of the Tang 
period’s major themes—the tribulation’s of the soldier’s wife and invoking 
the return of the lost souls of the dead—but it does so in the dramatic style 
of a living being addressing skulls of the dead and conversing with the 
souls that inhabit them.27)

The whole Tang period was characterized by a series of wars in which 
conscripted soldiers and corvee labor played an important part; and as 
such, the number of people dying away from home greatly increased, 
making in abstentia invocation funerals an important part of the period’s 
religious customs. Take for example the Dunhuang region, whose Bud-
dhist temples at the time were conducting universal salvation rituals 
named shishi 施⻝ in which alms would be offered to nourish all souls 
who had been abandoned, in response to feelings of sadness and dismay 
within Tang society towards ligui with nowhere to return.

Document S. 2144 from the Aurel Stein Collection, which is a vow 
concerning the merit earned by setting an altar for such almsgiving, ex-
presses that society’s fear concerning orphan souls that have no one to 
make offerings for them.

 From death in battle to execution under the law, between these two 
columns there exists a gathering of hungry ghosts…Even if it be a soul 
who died accidentally on the highway and cannot return home, it will 
try to cause harm.

 或於軍陣 死, 或犯官法而死, 兩楹之 , 作羣餓鬼…或 客死之鬼, 未
歸還, 欲作禍 .

It was the Taifu 太  (Regent) of Dunhuang who donated the altar for the 
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five day-five night almsgiving ceremony to pacify the hungry ghosts with 
food. The vow made upon completion reads,

 [The merit generated by this ritual is directed towards] the hope that 
you [hungry ghosts] will avoid trouble and bring prosperity, that you 
will guard our Shazhou [Dunhuang], its regent, sheriff, administra-
tors and its families and clans. May you [hungry ghosts] escape such 
a terrible curse, find salvation in the next world, avoid doing harm to 
others and never again enter the realm of the hungry ghosts.

 汝回禍爲福, 守 我沙州一 及太 , 刺史, 尙 , 枝羅, 族, 免 妖禍, 
歸 他界, 愆 人, 永離鬼 .28)

Here the statement of Gu Jiegang in 1928 concerning P. 5039 that 
“we find no other text depicting the living in contact with dead souls and 
conversing together” unfortunately not only shows a lack of detail in ana-
lyzing the religious background of invocation rites, but there is also the 
fact that he had not seen Dunhuang P. 3718, Meng Jiangnü Quzi Mingmu 孟
姜女曲子名  (In praise of the song of Meng Jiangnü). The fourth song of 
P. 3718 reads,

Her melancholy at the foot of Great Wall crying at it
Made such an impression [on heaven] that the wall collapsed.
For half a mile the skulls number in the thousands.
She would collect the bones strewn about and not return empty handed.

 長城下, 哭成（城） , 德（感 ）長成（城）一 （ ）（摧）, 里半 樓（髑
髏）千 個, 十方獸（收）骨不空回.29)

In this wretched scene at the foot of the Wall among the bones of 
thousands of dead workers that would not be claimed, Meng Jiangnü con-
ducts an invocation ritual for dead skulls everywhere, vowing “not to re-
turn home empty-handed” and thus functioning as a universal redemptrix 
of orphan souls.

In summing up the literature on invocation ritual, the words in P. 
5039, “Tell our sad and bitter wives grieving in their boudoirs to take 
heed in summoning our souls and making lasting offerings,” represent 
the voices of anguish of all the tens of thousands of orphan souls who lost 
their lives far away from home during Tang times.
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3. Jiwen as the Common Document Form in 
Universal Salvation Rites

In document P. 5039 of the Dunhuang Collection, after the souls 
of the dead skulls request Meng to inform their loved ones about their 
whereabouts, she bows to them in acceptance, gathers the bones of her 
dead husband, then reads a jiwen.

 I hereby perform the sacrificial rites by reading this document on the 
△Day of the △Month of the Year△.… (name of celebrant), having 
prepared this food, respectfully memorialize (name of deceased)…to-
gether make ready at the foot of…and as a written document, submit 
the Seventh Chapter [Qipian 七篇]30) as testament.
 Long ago, in the days when you were alive, your name reverberated 
through village and country.
 You were loved by those of both the older and younger generations 
and trusted by their men and women alike.
 Then, while building the Great Wall, having been sent so unbeliev-
ably far away as a conscript and unable to bear such hardships, your 
hun souls and bodily po returned to Mt. Haoli, the realm of the dead.
 It was like a red petal fluttering to the ground never to witness the 
splendor of its blossom.
 But if I chant the White Snow Song for the offering and pray to heav-
en, your hun soul will surely find the road of return to the clouds.
Alas! And now with great humility I offer this single cup of wine.
 Laying out an orchid carafe on a jade mat, with tasty delicacies and a 
goblet of gold.
If your soul has intelligence, may it take and accept these offerings!

 曰：「△ △月△ , …庶修（羞）之 , …行 , 七篇. 
存之 , 名振 （ ）於家邦. 上下無嫌, 剛 所. 豈起爲差 兵卒, 遠築
長城, 不 （ ）, 魂 還於 里. （喩） 紅 （ ） , 長無 之

. 延 雪 詞天, 氣有還雲之路. 嗚呼, 妾謹饌單盃, 於玉席, 
已（ ）金盃. 惟魂有神, 應 納受.

Here the text ends with the incomplete sentence “Now the ceremony 
have ended, she tied her husband’s bones together, shouldered them…” 
( 之已了, 角(絞)束夫骨, 將背 , □□□□, 來(下缺, 全 完)).

This jiwen read by Meng Jiangnü was probably not composed especial-
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ly for the dead soul of Qi Liang. The phrase “the △Day of the △Month of 
the Year△” for the date suggests that it was a commonly used document 
form, the date of which was to be filled in by the celebrant. There are a 
few characters that follow the date, but they are illegible, but clearly a 
space has been placed before the main body of the document beginning 
with 庶羞之  (offering of food), probably for the name of the celebrant. 
Another space is provided after  (respectfully memorialize), no doubt 
for the name of the ritual receiver, the deceased. That means the time and 
the name of the celebrant and the deceased were left blank to be filled in 
later. Such items placed in the text suggest that P. 5039 is a form of a jiwen 
document frequently used at memorial services conducted throughout 
Dunhuang.

We can put this text in the fixed documentary form of jiwen used dur-
ing the Tang period.

1) Introductory remarks
 On this day, the △of △ in the year △, △△△, hereby respectfully 

memorializes the soul of △△△ with humble offerings of wine and 
victuals.

2) A description of the life of the deceased.
3) Expression of mourning and personal grief by the celebrant.
4)  Exclamation of grief followed by an entreaty urging the deceased to 

partake of the offering.31)

The jiwen in “Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” follows this form to the letter.
Before Meng’s reading of the jiwen, the souls inhabiting the skulls re-

late their fate (quoted above) as “the scions of well-known families.” The 
jiwen also relates the life of the deceased as “reverberating through village 
and country” and is followed by more words of praise that could be used 
for the lives of others beside that of Qi Liang. Therefore, given the com-
mon use character of both the form and the content, there is the strong 
possibility that this was a particular form of jiwen to be used in sacrificial 
services for the souls of those who had worked and died far away from 
their homes on the borders and in the hinterland. At the same time, we 
can probably interpret the invocation ritual reflected in “Meng Jiangnü 
Bianwen” as being directed not exclusively towards Qi Liang, but towards 
all the abandoned souls of those who perished at the Great Wall.

The only other member of the Dunhuang bianwen collection to con-
tain a jiwen is P. 2553, “Wang Zhaojun Bianwen” 王 君變 . The sacri-
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ficial service in that case involved an envoy of the Han Dynasty going to 
the border to pay his respects to the deceased Princess Wang Zhaojun, 
then traveling to her Grassy Tomb (Qingzhong 靑塚) to deliver an offi-
cial message from Emperor Ai 帝 and give the eulogy. The jiwen reads, 
“On this day, the △of △, △, representing the lord of the Han Dynasty, I 
humbly memorialize the soul of Princess Wang Zhaojun with an offering 
of the purest wine” (維 月 , 謹 淸酌之 , 漢公主王 軍（君）之靈).32) 

Although the date has not been filled in, both the names of the celebrant 
and the deceased, both historical figures, are clearly written into the text 
with no other standard form spacing like in P. 5039.

These dissimilarities greatly accentuate the particular ritual perfor-
mance and ceremonial function characteristic of the “Meng Jiangnü Bian-
wen” among the extant bianwen of Dunhuang. Furthermore, we may even 
go as far as to say that the people of Dunhuang may have borrowed the 
dramatic aspects of the tale of Meng Jiangnü and incorporated its perfor-
mance into their invocation rites for the salvation of orphan souls.

For the very reason of being a ceremonial document memorializing 
all the dead souls buried at the foot of the Great Wall, Meng’s jiwen prais-
es them for their virtue and outstanding lives. Such praise resonates with 
the affirmation of achievements of those who perished in the Han period 
Yuefu 府 ballad, Zhan Chengnan 戰城南 (Fighting south of the wall), “You 
proved to be a loyal subject, and loyal subjects are truly beloved” (思子良
臣, 良臣誠可思).33)

The jiwen laments the tragedy of dead souls not yet redeemed, unable 
to rise to the heavens due to death by unnatural causes. Before her con-
versation with the skulls, Meng Jiangnü completes the task of identifying 
her husband’s bones with drops of her blood and putting the soul that 
resides in his skull to rest. This is why she can comply with the request 
of the other skulls to “be diligent in summoning our souls.” It is Meng’s 
hope in her feelings of compassion to summon the orphan souls who lost 
their lives at the Great Wall to enjoy a final ritual feast, where upon par-
taking of the food and wine, these souls that aimlessly wander the earth 
and meander in the heavens will find the “road of return to the clouds” 
(還雲之路).

Among those who have studied P. 5039 to date, few have pondered 
the common use character of the document’s form, and they have been 
bereft of insights into the religious predicament of “wandering souls scat-
tered about caught in the brambles” (遊魂散 隨 棘) that the text em-
phasizes over and over again. For this reason, all of the annotated texts 
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of the Dunhuang documents have not taken notice of the “road of return 
to the clouds” as a religious phrase that appears frequently in the Daoist 
salvation liturgy; namely, “the great way to the Nine Celestial Realms 
on which souls of the dead ascend upon salvation.” A petition ritual text 
shangzhang ci 上 詞 in the Daoist Yellow Register Retreat (黃籙齋) of late 
Tang period Daoist Du Guangting 杜光 ’s work states, “We ask for the 
mercy that the souls of the ancestors of the patron of the Retreat will 
escape from Trial after Death held by the hell officials and let the souls 
roaming their cloud road in carefree leisure and let this happiness be wit-
nessed by all the clan descendants” (次乞齋主 家九世七玄, 地司之 對, 
幽靈滯 , 沙［抄＝超］雲路 逍遙, 在 ).34)

From the Song period on, in Daoist rituals concerned with salvation 
by sublimation, a group of merit officers (gongcao 功 ) named Jiutian yunlu 
zhengyi gongcao 九天雲路正一功  (Zhengyi Gongcao of the cloud road in 
the nine celestial realms) would gather “to unfurl a ‘banner’ (lingfan 靈
旛) which would lead the souls being celebrated, shining sunlight on the 
earth below to show them the road to the clouds and help them ascend it” 
( 靈幡, 接引所 亡魂, 光之下燭, 雲路 上 ).35) Since the Song 
period in southern China, universal salvation rituals have featured docu-
ments called guhun die 魂牒, which call on all orphan souls to “return to 
the road leading to the clouds, ascend to the streets of heaven; flee the 
secular country bogged down in the meaningless affairs of life and death, 
be purified and attain the state of perfect leisure” (各還雲路, 陟天衢, 脫
沈淪生死之 , 逹淸淨無垢之 ).36)

What was the most frightening thing about the ligui who rise out of 
unnatural deaths suffered by corvee laborers, like Qi Liang, at the Great 
Wall was “having no place of repose” and wandering about in a state of 
starvation “with no one to administer the last offerings”. Consequently, 
donating food and clothing for such abandoned souls to stave off cold 
and hunger has always been an important ingredient of invocation fu-
neral rituals.

According to the previously mentioned jiwen composed by Zhang 
Yue, the Tang Court “dispatched Pei Siyi with an offering of wine, cured 
meat and seasonal fruit to offer sacrifice for the souls of those who died 
in the battle at Shiling” (遣 思 果之 , 致 於石 戰亡兵士之
靈).37) After offering such repose to these orphan souls, a priest concluded 
the ceremony with the prayer,

 I bless you with the blood of your enemies and let you taste their 
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salted flesh. Bury the corpses where they fell, but call their souls back 
home. Eat, drink and be merry!

虜血爾 , 虜 爾 , 封屍死所, 招魂故 , 尙 .38)

These words are the same as those of Meng Jiangnü. “I humbly place a 
single cup, prepare the banquet, to honor the souls of the dead.” Here 
we discover the character of feasting in the invocation rituals of the Tang 
period.

The Tang poet Li Yi 李  (748–827) describes the banquet atmo-
sphere in the poem An Ode to Celebrate Heroic Death Composed with the Troops 
During the Evening Encamped North of Liuhu While Watering My Horse Beside the 
Sword Sharpener39)

 I have heard that wherever the souls are summoned there is also good 
wine.
So let us pour the wine and drink to the river flowing back east.
You souls of dead heroes! Return to your homes.
The desert battlefields are no place for you.
Not even one of you should have to linger there.

 招魂有美 , 爲我澆 祝東 . 爲魂兮, 可 歸還故 些, 沙 地無
人兮, 爾獨不可 久留.

This poem and the P. 5039 also put much emphasis on the banquet cer-
emony feasting orphan souls. And we should take due notice here to both 
its realistic function and public dimension.

If we begin with the invocation ritual of P. 5039, then refer to the 6th 
song of P. 3718, Meng Jiangnü Quzi Mingmu, we will come to a better under-
standing of the deep concern drawn to the orphan souls of the Dunhuang 
tale of Meng Jiangnü.

 Ever cherish these words, my wife! It has been tens of years since 
I left my parents. When are you going back home? Be diligent in 
performing with bosan 散 ritual for me. At month’s end remember 
to offer gold-colored bills for me. At month’s end remember to offer 
gold-colored bills for me.

 娘子好, 體一言, 離別 （ ）娘數十 , （ ）到家 , 勤 散, 月盡 , 
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挍（交）管黃至前（紙錢）. 小（少）長無, 挍（交）管黃至前（紙錢）.

The request made by the soul of Qi Liang that Meng Jiangnü sacrifice 
for him by donating food and money reflects, according to Ren Erbei 任
二北, the Tang period belief in burning gold-colored imitation currency at 
the end of every month as offerings to the souls of the dead. Ren regards 
the term bosan as light teatime pastries.40) Such a meaning, however, does 
not fit the spirit of the text here.

Recently, linguists using other Dunhuang manuscripts have shown 
that this term and the term posan 破散 signify ritual acts of scattering 
food here and there to satiate the appetites of hungry ghosts that lurk 
about.41)

During the Five Dynasties period (907–960), posan (潑散 or 破散) be-
came an alms-giving ceremony conducted either out in remote areas or 
along the roads (yeji 野 ). In a Song period commentary on the Five Dy-
nasties period, Wang Fu 王  mentions Hanshi Yeji 寒⻝野 , a ceremony 
beginning on the 105th day after the winter solstice and observed for 
three days during which the use of fire is prohibited and food must be 
eaten cold. The Hanshi sacrifice called “posan,” was first held in the Later 
Tang period by Emperor Zhuangzong  (r. 885–926) and from that 
time on, his example was adopted by all the emperors as a kind of sacrifi-
cial ritual for the repose of souls.42)

The ritual alms-giving (shishi 施⻝) in Dunhuang Buddhism is alike to 
posan, also known as sanshi 散⻝ (lit. scattering food about). The celebrant 
would take easily scattered or sprinkled food like rice, rice cakes, etc., 
turn in the direction of the hungry ghosts, and offer it to them reciting the 
vow, “May this food spread throughout the three thousand worlds and 
satiate all who reside there” ( 此⻝遍於三千大世界, 生 同飽滿).43)

From the above analysis, it should be clear that the salvation of the 
orphan souls of the dead is a major theme in the Dunhuang tale of Meng 
Jiangnü. There is no doubt that the Dunhuang manuscript contains the 
major age-old theme of the sorrow experienced by wives left alone at 
home by their husbands; however, the interpretation offered here, based 
on a return to as true a historical setting of the Tang period as possible, 
argues that the related literature also embodies fears concerning vengeful 
souls (ligui) of the dead and how to provide them with repose.

It is now possible to clarify such questions as 1) why the Dunhuang 
manuscript emphasizes the “aimless wandering of orphan souls,” 2) why 
skulls left to rot in the wilderness appeal in unison for “diligence in sum-
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moning our souls and making offerings” and 3) why attempts were made 
to send dead souls off to ascend the road to the clouds by means of cer-
emonies feasting them with food and wine.44)

4. The Ritual Function of Invocation for Salvation in 
“Meng Jiangnü Bianwen”

Kominami Ichiro 小南一郞 and Tokura Hidemi 戶倉 美 have sum-
marized the composition of Chuci and Han period naoge 鐃歌 (songs for 
military bell accompaniment) related to the invocation of the souls of 
dead heroes as follows.45)

I  Reenactment of the life (military career) of the hero
II   Sadness over his wandering soul and his conversation with the invo-

cation ceremony celebrant.
III  Salvation of his wandering soul by the celebrant.

Most of the content of eulogies for those who gave up their lives for 
the empire (guoshang) consists of narrative about the emotional aspects 
of battle told in soliloquy by the soul of the dead soldier; and in order 
to comfort his soul, which haunts the living, the proper rituals are per-
formed on stage with ballads about the scene of his death. Wen Yiduo 
一多 has discussed the character of religious sacrificial songs regarding 
goushang and lihun 禮魂 (the honoring of souls) arguing that the two types 
constitute “mini-ceremonies honoring the achievements of dead heroes,” 
thus stressing the aspect of the commendation of military exploits during 
their lives.46)

In Dunhuang P. 5039, Meng Jiangnü’s response to the entreaties of 
her husband and the other dead skulls at the Great Wall falls into above 
characteristics I and II. In their anguish and through their entreaties, we 
are able to look back on the severity of the service they were subjected to 
before their deaths. Then the jiwen, which concludes the document, func-
tions as characteristic III in leading them to salvation. From this perspec-
tive, the Meng Jiangnü manuscript of Dunhuang follow the invocation 
literature tradition of past eras in placing both the dead souls and the 
celebrant as protagonists in the narrative.

In contrast to the invocation ballads found in Chuci, for example, the 
Dunhuang manuscript displays a marked dramatic performance aspect in 
the way it was written. That is to say, both protagonists of the tale give nar-
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rative performances by means of monologues, although the dead skulls 
recite their lines in unison. The two scenes characterized by I and II are 
played by Meng Jiangnü, who acts more like the celebrant of an invoca-
tion ritual than the wife of one of the dead souls. Her conversations with 
the dead souls (both her husband and the others) and her reading of the 
jiwen are all soliloquy performances by the Meng Jiangnü character.

When placing the themes of concern for dead souls and the major 
theme of salvation in P. 5039 with texts in the rest of the Meng Jiangnü-re-
lated literature, we would have to agree with the observations of scholars 
like Gu Jiegang, Qian Nanyang and Zhao Jingshen that “in no other work 
do we see the living conversing with the souls of the dead.” The texts of 
dramatic works concerning Meng Jiangnü during the Song and Yuan pe-
riods (960–1368) are no longer extant47); and only a few poetic works of 
the Ming period (1368–1644) remain, like the 20 verse fragments record-
ed by Qian Nanyang and Wang Gulu 王古 48) and Meng Jiangnü Hanyi Ji 
孟姜女寒 記 contained in Fengyue Jinnang 風月 囊 that was reprinted in 
1553.49) An investigation of the content of the extant works reveals not 
one case of Qi Liang or the other dead souls speaking. Furthermore, all 
of these dramatic texts are found in the collections of literary figures and 
have thus been subjected to a kind of textual criticism and editing that 
has completely ignored such details as the socio-religious situation of the 
plots and information about regional society in the original texts. Conse-
quently, despite painstaking effort, this writer has not been able to find 
in the extant drama literature collections even the slightest trace of the 
invocation ceremony portrayed in P. 5039.

Fortunately, in the many sources related to ritual theater and religious 
ritual from all over China that have been compiled and published since 
1990, we are finding not only dramatic works dealing with the character 
of Meng Jiangnü, but also much information on the actual environment 
in which drama was staged in rural communities, sacrificial societies and 
the overall liturgical order of things. Thus we can recognize the function 
of religious rituals incorporated in the tale of Meng Jiangnü circulating 
in folk society. As one example, let us take a look at dramatic works of 
a ritual drama called “sense of awakening” (xinggan xi 感戲) found in 
Yongkang 永康 County, central Zhejiang 浙江 Province.

The sense of awakening play is a form of ritual performed by Daoist 
priests who are married householders. The performance, which is staged 
with both inner and outer altars, portrays the salvation of dead souls and 
incorporates such funereal rites as Qingchan Honglou Dahui 懺鴻樓大  
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(celebration of virtue, repentance of sins), Chan Lanpen 懺 盆 (Yulanpen 
盂 盆 ceremony of repentance) and Shuilu Daochang 水陸  (creation 
of land and water ritual sanctuaries). According to the research done by 
Xu Hongtu 徐宏圖, the sense of awakening play originated during the 
reign of Ming Dynasty Emperor Zhengde 正德 (1506–1521) and was first 
performed by the Daoist order of Yongkang Country. Then during the 
reign of Emperor Kangxi 康煕 (1654–1722), it spread throughout Zheji-
ang Province to such places as Wuyi 武義 County, Jinhua 金  Prefecture 
and Dongyang 東  County.50)

Nine scripts exist today, all of which deal with the theme of untimely, 
unnatural death.51)

Shinü Shang 逝女
(Death of Phantom Girl)

Duanyuan Shang 緣
(Death by Estrangement)

Huli Shang 貍
(Death of Being Perplexed by the 
Spirit of a Fox)

Maotou Shang 毛
(Death of Moutou’s Child Bride)

Hancheng Shang 撼城
(Death of Meng Jiangnü Destroy-
ing the Wall)

Jingzhong Shang 精忠
(Death of Yue Fei’s Quintessential 
Loyalty)

Nishui Shang 溺水
(Death by Drowning)

Caoji Shang 集
(Miscellaneous Deaths)

Wuni Shang 忤逆
(Death from Filial Disobedience)

The “Nine Shang” 九  at the outer altar are performed by the Daoist 
priests belonging to the Shamanisitic Daoism (shijiao 師敎) that deifies 
Longshui Wang 龍水王 as master and expert in ritual performance. At 
the inner altar, the Daoist priest belongs to the Daojiao 敎 that deifies 
Xuantian Shangdi 玄天上帝 (Divine Warrior Emperor of the North) as 
master and expert in liturgy. Both inner and outer altar priests venerate 
Celestial Master Zhang 張天師 as their patron deity.52)

The performances on the outer altar are timed to coincide with the 
Daoist rituals conducted at inner altar, throughout the five-day and five-
night salvation ritual for the souls of the client family. During the daytime 
of the 2nd day, the following Daoist rites from No. 1 to No. 12 are held 
on the inner altar.
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1.  Juanlian 捲簾 (Scrolling the Screen)
2.  Fenhui 分輝 (Inviting the Light)
3.  Jinzhong 金鐘 (Ringing the Bell)
4.  Anzhen 安  (Settling the Gods)
5.  Jintan  (Sealing the Altar)
6.  Chitan 敕  (Purifying the Altar with Holy Water)
7.  Zhao Shenfo 召神佛 (Invoking the Saints)
8.  Xiangong 獻供 (Offering of Food)
9.  Gongwang 供王 (Calling upon the Lord Saviour)
10. Wuzhai 午齋 (The Noon Meal)
11. Songjing 經 (Chanting the Sutras)
12. Bai jiuyou chan 拜「九幽懺」(The Nine Darkness Repentance Ritual)

At the same time, the celebrant at the outer altar is performing Huli Shang, 
in which Celestial Master Zhang delivers the soul of a girl who suffered an 
untimely demise, training her and initiating her into the Way.

During the evening of the 2nd day, the following five Daoist rituals 
are performed on the inner altar.

13. Dapo jiuyu 大破九獄 (Destroying the Nine Hells)
14. Zhaohun 召魂 (Invocation of Souls)
15. Tianyi Jiao 天  (Exorcism to Heal the Souls)
16. Mingyang Hu 斛 (Food for the Multitude)
17. Shi Fashi 施法⻝ (Offering Food to Orphan Souls)

Also in the evening, Hancheng Shang, Zhejiang’s theatre version of the tale 
of Meng Jiangnü, is performed at the outer altar. The plot may be sum-
marized as follows.

 Shortly after his marriage Fan Qiliang is conscripted for corvee labor 
in the borderlands and loses his life laboring at the Great Wall. His 
innocent soul appears before Meng Jiangnü in a dream to tell her 
of how terribly he has suffered working at the Wall. Meng Jiangnü 
journeys to the Great Wall in search of her husband. Her wailing 
upon arrival topples the Wall to the amazement of the Jade Emperor. 
The Jade Emperor sends a boy and a girl from his entourage to save 
the couple, by having them ascend into heaven and live happily ever 
after. Finally the Celestial Master Zhang builds a ritual sanctuary and 
concludes the performance by saving all the innocent, orphan souls 
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that perished so horribly in the building of the Great Wall.53)

While the inner alter ritual has the main celebrant (Daoist Ritualist 
of High Merit 高功) burning the talisman to destroy Hell (podiyu-fu 破地獄
符) and summon countless dead souls to the altar, then burning the talis-
man to summon the divine tiger in order to beseech the gods to descend 
and chase the souls towards the altar, the Hancheng Shang performers are 
enacting the soul of a weeping Qi Liang telling Meng Jiangnü of the fate 
he has suffered.

While the inner altar celebrant scatters the ritual food produced in the 
Hushi 斛⻝ (food for the multitude) sacrifice allowing all orphan souls lan-
guishing in all ten directions and the four modes of the six rebirths, who 
have suffered all twenty-four varieties of fatality and all thirty-six types of 
untimely demise, to partake of the ambrosia, the outer alter performance 
at the same time reaches its climax with the Celestial Master’s salvation 
of all the innocent, orphan souls that perished so horribly in the building 
of the Great Wall. At this moment, all of the orphan souls in the Daoist 
cosmos are transformed into the lost souls portrayed in the dramatization, 
in order for the audience to experience religious salvation while enjoying 
the performance.

Here the two religious themes of the invocation and the offering of 
food to orphan souls found in “Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” are being sepa-
rately enacted at the inner and outer sense of awakening altars in ritual 
and dramatic form, both resonating in total unison.

5. From Shamaness to Meng Jiangnü: 
The Evolution of Ritual Drama

In the versions of the tale of Meng Jiangnü circulating during the 
late Tang Dynasty, we already are hearing the sorrowful screams of a wife 
separated from her husband and witnessing the mental suffering over a 
spouse having died alone in the wilderness, both experienced by an un-
countable number of women during that time destined to sleep in empty 
boudoirs. Moreover, since the invocation ritual pervaded all of Tang peri-
od society, it was from the religious rituals to redeem the souls of the dead 
in the Dunhuang region that the dramatic enactments centering around 
the tale of Meng Jiangnü sprung, or it is rather more probable that the 
empathy expressed by society towards souls of the dead as portrayed in 
the tale of Meng Jiangnü itself escalated into the religious mechanism of 
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invocation and salvation.
“Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” is itself the embodiment of theatrical per-

formance combined with ritual function. This ritual drama portrays the 
whole story of a living being, putting stress on one who heard the appeals 
of dead souls and conversed with one of them, her husband. Meng Ji-
angnü in the role of celebrant is a performance symbolizing the life of a 
wife separated from her husband; and in her dialogue with dead skulls we 
can find no trace of rebuke as we always find in later religious ritual, such 
as the Skull Lament conducted by Buddhist or Daoist priests. The type 
of salvation “from without” (justification by faith alone) that is stressed so 
much in the religious worship of supernatural beings, like in some sects of 
Mahayana Buddhism, has been completely transformed into a ritual for 
the repose of orphan souls conducted “from within” by one single fragile 
woman, Meng Jiangnü. Even the dark, netherworld into which the souls 
of the dead fall is not the realm of Hell or the hungry ghosts we find in the 
Dunhuang bianwen concerning the exploits of Buddhist apostle Maudga-
lyayana, but rather the pre-Buddhist Chinese indigenous underworld of 
Haoli 里.54)

The dramatic nature of religious rituals and the religious nature of 
dramatic literature, two elements required in the formation of primitive 
drama, are articulated with perfect compatibility in the Dunhuang tale of 
Meng Jiangnü. The secular subject matter here, like the Maudgalyayana 
bianwen 連變  that was also popular at the time, takes on the function 
of redeeming the orphan souls so dearly sought for by folk society. The 
action taken by Meng Jiangnü in spontaneously treating souls of the dead 
to a banquet of food and wine serves the function of religious salvation 
similar to Buddhist and Daoist rituals offering foods to orphan souls lost 
in the wilderness.

While literati and scholars of the past look for feminine chastity and 
filial piety in the character of Meng Jiangnü, folklorists prefer to talk about 
an openly loving, courageous woman. Underneath the surface on which 
such narrative appears, the role of Meng Jiangnü as a redemptrix of the 
souls of dead men probably has fostered the historical growth and devel-
opment of the tale.

By highlighting the function of the repose of souls in the tale, it may 
be possible to show, like the informative survey of ritual drama in Asia 
done by Tanaka Issei, that the dramatic productions of ancient China owe 
their origins to religious rituals aimed at relieving dead souls. Now there is 
the problem of where to place “Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” in the historical 
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development of Chinese religious ritual.
China does have a tradition dating from ancient times of female sha-

mans serving the diety ritual. During the Tang period, it was very com-
mon for such shamanesses to officiate at sacrificial rites held by she com-
munities and rainmaking ceremonies. For example, there is the following 
description of a ceremony held at a shrine in Wang Wei 王維’s song about 
a shamaness celebrating Mt. Yu.55)

Beating the drum, “Kan-kan”
At the foot of Mt. Yu.
Blowing the bamboo flute
While gazing upon the distant waterfront.
The shamaness comes.
She dances round and round.
Setting the banquet with jade-like seats.
Pouring the pure wine.

 坎坎擊鼓, 魚山之下, 吹洞簫, 極 , 女巫進, 紛屢 , 陳瑤席, 淸 .

Here we see a shamaness conducting a ceremony to greet the descent 
of the gods, in which she arranges a banquet while performing a dance. 
There were also shamanesses who became possessed by gods and spoke 
for them.

However, this type of welcome ritual is very different from our female 
celebrant in the “Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” of Dunhuang who officiates 
at a Daoist-like invocation of soul ritual. That is to say, in the former, a 
divine spirit descends and possesses the shamaness, whose role is to speak 
and act on its behalf, while the latter summons the souls of the dead to 
redeem them in a ceremony, meaning that there are two different roles to 
be performed in the latter, not just one as in the former. There is another 
possibility that Tang period rituals in which shamanesses possessed by 
divine spirits, along with popular invocation rites, came to be involved 
at the same time in the narrative role of wives mourning husbands killed 
while conscripted and sent to far away campaigns.

Or rather, conversely, in order for the tale of Meng Jiangnü to func-
tion as a salvation ritual for orphan souls, she would have to assume the 
role of shamanness, while Qi Liang and the dead remains of his fellow 
workers at the Great Wall would have to assume the role of the souls sum-
moned in the rite, thus infusing shamanistic rites of Dunhuang society 
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with the character of ritual drama.
As mentioned above, Tanaka Issei has shown how Dunhuang she com-

munities during the late Tang period were influenced by Buddhist puri-
fication ritual and incorporated rites for the dead and orphan souls into 
their spring rainmaking and autumn thanksgiving agrarian ceremonies. 
Now further evidence can be added to such an incisive and stimulating 
argument. For example, in another work by Wang Wei composed during 
the same Kaiyuan era about the outskirts of Liangzhou 涼州 (present day 
Gansu 肅 Province and important gateway to Central Asia) we find the 
example of ritual performance conducted by a shamaness, in which the 
features of community agrarian ritual combined with local salvation rites 
can be recognized.

Only three old, rustic houses stand
In a hinterland village with no neighbors.
The shamaness whirls across the She community shrine,
 With flute and drum, they give thanks to the mercy of the rice god 
for a harvest year.
Wine is poured on dogs made of straw (chugou).
Incense is burned in veneration to men carved of wood (muren).
The shamaness dances round and round
With such fury that her gauze slippers raise clouds of dust.56)

 野老才三戶, 村少四隣, 婆娑 里社, 簫鼓 田神, 灑 澆芻狗, 焚 拜
木人, 女巫紛屢 , 羅 生塵.

Here we see shamaness giving thanks to agrarian gods with flute, drum 
and dance in the all so familiar scene of the ancient she community festi-
val.

The function of the shamaness who officiates over the ceremony in 
Wang Wei’s poem may also exist in the ritual folk culture depicted in 
“Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” of Dunhuang. After all, Dunhuang was under 
the jurisdiction of Liangzhou during the Tang period. An evolutionary 
development from the dance of the shamaness in the poetry of Wang 
Wei into Meng Jiangnü of Dunhuang should probably be looked upon as 
religious ritual evolving toward ritual drama and the invocation religious 
function seen as the most important moving force behind the evolution-
ary process.

During the Song period we observe the further evolution of ritual 
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drama starring shamanesses. One direction this evolution takes is the ele-
ment of the characters in literary tales abandoning religious ritual alto-
gether in favor of dramatic amusement with exclusively secular themes. 
One example is the dramatic scripts of the Jin Dynasty (Jin Yuanben 金院
本), including a piece dealing with the tale of Meng Jiangnü itself. An-
other direction is the element of religious ritual, the invocation ceremony 
of Meng Jiangnü, losing its dramatic character, grows into independent 
salvation rituals at the hands of serious clerical priests performing salva-
tion rites under strict Buddhist and Daoist liturgical traditions. One text 
of a salvation ritual, Huanglu Jiuyou jiao wuai yezhai cidi yi 黃籙九幽 無
齋次第儀 (Outline of the ritual for an unobstructed night retreat and of-

fering to the souls in the nine realms of darkness of the Yellow Register), 
was written at the corresponding time to the above arrangement, that is, 
during the Northern Song Dynasty (early 12th century).

The “Maudgalyayana Bianwen” of Dunhuang followed the same bifur-
cation process as “Meng Jiangnü Bianwen.” The tale of Maudgalyayana, 
a great apostle of Buddha, using supernatural skills to find his deceased 
mother (Qingti 靑 ) suffering in the realm of hungry ghosts threw off its 
religious significance, first through a play entitled, Mulian Jiumu Zaju 連
救母雜劇, which was performed during the Northern Song period prior to 
the Avalambama 盂 盆 (all souls) Ceremony, and later developed into a 
Jin Dynasty dramatic script as Da Qingti 打靑  (A drama of teasing Qing-
ti). On the other hand, the ritual of feeding alms to the burning mouths of 
hungry ghosts in the Maudgalyayana tale was not only incorporated into 
the Buddhist All Souls liturgy of the 15th day of the 7th month, but was 
also adopted as the offertory rite accompanying pre-funereal fasting.

In conclusion to this article, it is hoped that the above analysis of 
“Meng Jiangnü Bianwen” will help better clarify the way in which dra-
matic productions originated from invocation rituals within the history of 
Chinese literature and the way in which salvation rituals were separated 
out by professional priests from invocation rites within the history of Chi-
nese religion, as both processes ran parallel to each other during the Five 
Dynasties and Northern Song periods.

Both evolutionary processes, which are internally linked in terms of 
logic, proceeded through history mutually dependent on one another.

*  This article is a part of the research carried out by the author on the 
theme of “A Comparative Study on ritual theatres between Japan 
and China: An Analysis from the Religion,” under the support of 
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The JSPS Postdoctoral Fellowship for Foreign Researchers during 
2009–2011.
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